Abstract-A novel compression algorithm for fingerprint images is introduced. Using wavelet packets and lattice vector quantization, a new vector quantization scheme based on an accurate model for the distribution of the wavelet coefficients is presented. The model is based on the generalized Gaussian distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE fundamental goal of image compression is to obtain the best possible quality, for a given storage or communication capacity. One of the main applications where compression is crucial is in fingerprint analysis for forensic applications. The increasing amount of fingerprints collected by law enforcement agencies has created an enormous problem in storage and transmission. Fingerprints are digitized at a resolution of 500 pixels/inch with 256 grey-levels. 1 Although there are many image compression techniques currently available, there still exists a need to develop faster and more robust algorithms adapted to fingerprints.
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S. Kasaei is with Sharif University of Technology, Iran (e-mail: skasaei@sharif.edu). One of the main difficulties in developing compression algorithms for fingerprints resides in the need for preserving the minutiae (ridges endings and bifurcations) which are subsequently used in identification. To achieve high compression ratios while retaining these fine details, wavelet packets are considered in this work. To save on computation, transmission, and storage costs, a fixed decomposition structure, tailored to fingerprint images, is designed.
To obtain high compression ratios, we follow the above transformation with vector quantization. In this work, we chose to use lattice vector quantization (LVQ) given its superior performance over other types of vector quantizers; such as the LBG [26] .
To apply LVQ, one needs to determine the truncation level and scaling factor of the lattice. By truncation, the largest radius of the lattice, , is chosen determining the codebook size, . By scaling, the density of lattice points is changed to minimize the expected total distortion (ETD) caused by quantization. In previous lattice-based compression algorithms, the lattice parameters are commonly predetermined, leading to nonoptimized quantization schemes. In this paper, a new approach for estimating these parameters is proposed. The proposed quantizers aim at minimizing the quantization distortion by considering the characteristics of each subimage data. The design is based on a precise model for the distribution function of the wavelet coefficients and results in a superior performance compared to other available algorithms [2] , [19] , [29] - [32] , [21] , [24] .
Since LVQ is a multidimensional generalization of uniform quantization, it produces minimum distortion for inputs with uniform distributions. In order to take advantage of the properties of LVQ and its fast implementation while considering the i.i.d. nonuniform distribution of the wavelet coefficients, we use a piecewise-uniform pyramid LVQ (PU-PLVQ) algorithm. The proposed algorithm results in the quantization of most source vectors without the need to project these on the lattice outermost shell, while properly maintaining a small codebook size. It also resolves the wedge region problem caused by pyramidal lattice point shells. The above represent some of the drawbacks of the algorithm proposed by Barlaud [12] . The proposed algorithm handles all types of lattices, not only the cubic lattices, as opposed to the algorithms developed by Fischer [14] , [35] and Jeong [17] . Moreover, no training and multi-quantizing (to determine the lattice parameters) are required, as opposed to Powell's algorithm [28] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The wavelet transform and wavelet packets are briefly introduced in Section II. Subband image coding, statistical properties of subbands, and distribution of the wavelet coefficients for different subbands are described in Section III. LVQ, lattice truncation and scaling, and previous work on pyramid LVQ are presented in Section IV. In Section V, the proposed PLVQ algorithms, design of lattice parameters for different subbands, and the lossless compression algorithms used for certain subimages are presented. Experimental results are discussed in Section VI, followed by a conclusion in Section VII.
II. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE WAVELET TRANSFORM AND WAVELET PACKETS
Fingerprint images can be seen as texture patterns of flow orientations with sharp discontinuities. Given this particular nature of fingerprint images and the need for retaining ridge fine details and their inter-relation, the wavelet decomposition is considered here. Some advantages of using the wavelet transform include: providing a multiscale representation of a given image, flexibility in time-frequency tiling, attractive properties in extracting features from nonstationary signals, good energy compaction property, ability to match human vision spectral properties, low computational load , possibility of using short filters (while reducing the Gibbs ringing effects), absence of block artifacts, and providing a sparser representation than the discrete cosine transform (higher lossy compression gains at low bit rates).
In addition to the above, wavelet packets provide a more flexible decomposition by allowing decompositions at any node of the decomposition tree. This can result in a structure that matches the characteristics of specific data of interest. To obtain the best decomposition structure, in the entropy-based best basis selection (EBBBS) algorithm [4] , a library of orthonormal basis is designed providing a projection with the lowest information cost. Using the Shannon entropy as the cost function, for a given image (or family of images), a decomposition structure which results in the minimum entropy is obtained using the EBBBS algorithm.
Extensive work on power spectral density estimates from numerous fingerprints has shown that natural frequencies of ridges in fingerprint images are in the portion of spectrum contained roughly in the range of -(corresponding to the third wavelet decomposition level). In this work, we opted to use the fixed 73-Subband decomposition which we developed earlier [22] , as opposed to the FBI's 64-Subband [2] . This structure was chosen based on experiments carried on the distribution of energies over different subbands and their effect on the quality of the reconstructed images and by analyzing the best trees obtained for a variety of fingerprints, taking into account the spectral sensitivities in the human vision system. 2 Typical decomposition structures, examined in this work, are depicted in Fig. 1 .
As shown in Fig. 1 , for the 73-Subband, we do not apply further decomposition to the diagonal subimage of the first wavelet level (1 ) , as opposed to the 64-Subband. This is due to the low energy content, low variance, and low effect of this subimage 2 It is shown that the human vision is more sensitive to contrasts at low frequencies while details at high resolution and diagonal directions are less visible to human eye [3] , [33] . (1 ) on the reconstructed image. Note that, this also reduces the computational load. Furthermore, given the importance of the second wavelet level, we apply further decompositions at this level. As a result, the 73-Subband is computationally less expensive than the 64-Subband while it outperforms the 64-Subband as shown in Section VI. The 73-Subband decomposition is prefixed and is found to provide comparable results to those obtained using the EBBBS method, which requires an extremely high computational power (see Section VI).
III. SUBBAND IMAGE CODING
Data compression is the process of reducing the amount of bit rate required to represent a given set of data. Compression can be applied using lossless and/or lossy techniques. In lossless compression, there is no loss of information and data is totally preserved, however the coding gain can not be very high. On the other hand, in lossy compression, part of information is lost but a higher coding gain can be achieved.
After transforming the data, one needs to decide on the quantization scheme to be used. One way to improve quantization performance is to adjust the quantizer to the characteristics of different subbands in the case of subband coding. To do so, the quantizer should be tailored to the probability density functions (PDF) of the each of the subbands. Consequently, in order to have an efficient compression algorithm, we firstly need to investigate the statistical properties of the different subbands. From Table I , we notice the following:
A. Statistical Properties of Subbands
• the range of the coefficients (Max-Min) and their variances grow as the resolution becomes coarser (which shows the importance of higher level subimages); • after obtaining the standardized subimages, the range for the resulting coefficients becomes smaller and comparable in all orientations at each level (which enables us to quantize different subbands with similar schemes). Based on the above observations and extensive experiments on a variety of fingerprint images, we chose to use
• lossless predictive coding for the 4 and 4 subbands;
• lossy zero-memory compression algorithms for remaining subbands.
B. Shape of Distribution
The shape of the distribution of the wavelet coefficients for each subimage is important in order to understand the behavior of the coefficients and properly characterize these at different resolutions. In [1] , [13] , it was shown that the PDF of the wavelet coefficients can be closely approximated by the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD). This GGD law is defined as: (1) where is a shape parameter describing the exponential rate of decay, is the standard deviation of the subimage at resolution level and direction , and is the usual Gamma function. The GGD with coincides with the Laplacian PDF while, for it becomes a Gaussian PDF. To match the real PDF, is usually computed using the test. As the test is computationally expensive, we developed here In our previous work [10] , [24] , we modeled the wavelet coefficients, with discarded zero elements, using the generalized Gaussian described above. In this work, a more accurate PDF model is obtained based on the GGD law while considering the discarded coefficients, as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the discarded (zero-probable) coefficients result in a flat segment in the cumulative distribution function (CDF).
Using the model above, we found that a more accurate bit allocation scheme can be designed. Furthermore, considering this model, no bit budget needs to be allocated for the "zero-probable" values of the data, which effectively improves the design of the lattice. In fact, based on this model, a more dedicated quantization scheme is developed which effectively reduces the quantization distortion for a given bit rate.
IV. LATTICE VECTOR QUANTIZATION
Let be an -dimensional source random vector with an arbitrary joint probability density function . Using an -D vector quantizer with output points , the input point gets mapped into a closest output point . The optimal encoder, selects the codeword (for a given source vector ) if:
(where denotes the Euclidean norm ) therefore: . The optimal encoder, thus, operates on a nearest-neighbor or minimum-distortion basis.
A lattice in -D space is composed of all integer combinations of a set of linearly independent vectors that span the space:
, where are linearly independent vectors in -D real Euclidean space with , and are arbitrary integers.
Around each lattice point, the region consisting of all points of the underlying space which are closer to that point than any other point is the so-called Voronoi region. For each cell of the lattice, the reproduction vector is taken as the lattice vector lying in that cell. For each particular lattice, the Voronoi cells have identical shape and size, regardless of the input to the quantizer. Given the regular structure of lattice codebooks, training as well as designing and transmitting the codebook is not necessary, as opposed to other quantizers such as the LBG. The best known lattices for several dimensions, as well as fast quantizing and indexing algorithms were developed by Conway and Sloane in [5] , [6] . Some of the most frequently used lattices are the root lattices , , , the Coxeter-Toble , the Barrnes-Wall and the Leech . Fig. 3 illustrates a portion of the 2-D hexagonal lattice and the hexagonal Voronoi regions around some of the lattice points.
A. Lattice Truncation and Scaling
The two critically important issues with LVQ are truncation and scaling of the lattice. A truncation region is the subset of the lattice that will actually be encoded. By truncation, the largest radius of the lattice, , is chosen to determine the number of concentric shells of lattice points within the lattice volume. Consequently, by truncation we determine the codebook size .
Since for a particular lattice, the Voronoi cells have identical shape and size, it is also desirable to scale the lattice. By scaling, the density of the lattice points can be changed, and consequently the ETD caused by quantizing source vectors, can be minimized. For a scaled lattice, a scaling factor , squeezes the lattice, increases the density of lattice points, and therefore reduces the quantization distortion. However, the volume enclosed by the truncated surface and the probability that a source vector falls within that region decreases as well. An -D vector falls into a truncated (by -radius) and scaled (by ) lattice, if its norm is less than a predetermined value of the maximum energy;
The value of is usually determined experimentally and is prefixed. In the proposed algorithm, the is automatically determined within the algorithm. As the wavelet transform coefficients have i.i.d. generalized Gaussian source vectors, equal probability surfaces will have a pyramidal shape [14] , [17] . Fig. 4 illustrates PLVQ in 2-D. Pyramidal LVQs are far less dense than spherical LVQs, for sufficiently large radii, hence results in smaller pyramidal codebooks for equivalent radii. However, with pyramidal lattice point shells, wedge region problem arises when input vectors falling into each wedge region are all projected to lattice points with at least one coordinate being zero. These vectors will then be reconstructed with 1 to degrees of freedom. Additionally, as increases the number of different shapes of the wedge regions increases too, and therefore the portion of total space contained in these regions increases. As a result, the total distortion due to the quantizing vectors falling in these wedge regions also increases. Since the wedge regions contain high-energy edge information, the wedge problem can have an obvious distortion effect on the reconstructed image.
B. Previous Work Using PLVQ
In 1986, Fischer investigated Laplacian sources and the corresponding pyramidal surfaces of equal probability [14] . Due to the nonexistence of explicit relationship between the radius of pyramid and the codebook size, 3 he limited his work to cubic lattices. In his approach, only the vectors on the outermost shell are taken as codewords. His quantizer provided good results (in MSE sense) for input sequences with high-dimensions. For lower dimension quantizers, he suggested concentric lattice point shells.
Still with the lack of an explicit function, Jeong in [17] considered cubic lattices only. His algorithm uses constant PDFs inside each Voronoi cell and inside each concentric lattice. Using several-density lattice regions, his algorithm uses experimentally determined values for the two main parameters (scale factor, , and scale factor ratio, ), using Monte Carlo simulations.
One of the best image compression techniques using PLVQ was proposed by Barlaud et al. in 1994 [12] . However, their technique had also several drawbacks. The lattice truncation energy, , and the maximum energy considered for the source, , were determined experimentally. Also, the entropy measure used, was not achievable because the codebook size can be orders of magnitude greater than the number of quantizer source vectors [9] , [28] . Furthermore, their algorithm does not consider wedge region problem encountered with pyramidal shells.
To overcome these difficulties, a concentric double-density PLVQ was discussed by Powell in [28] in which several assumptions about the variables were made. In his work, the ratio of the scaling factors of the concentric lattices, the ratio of the distortions in each of the concentric lattices, and the maximum lattice height (radius) of one of the lattices, are determined experimentally. Additionally, training and multi-quantizing procedures were still needed.
V. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
In the proposed algorithm, the wavelet packets associated with the 73-Subband decomposition structure [23] , are first applied to mean-removed input source image. The wavelet representations are then separated as 1 to 4 subimages. In the 1 to 4 subimages (which are chosen to be lossy encoded) first, a hard thresholding scheme is applied where part of the coefficients with an energy less than a predetermined threshold are set to zero. The threshold (same for all subbands) is based on the required overall bit rate and the reconstructed image quality.
The 1 subimage is usually discarded in existing techniques (including the FBI's WSQ). Since this subimage has high-frequency content discarding this subband leads to a slightly blurred reconstructed image. In this work, the 1 subimage is quantized using a simple positive-negative mean (PNM) scheme. In the PNM scheme, the zero coefficients mostly caused by the hard thresholding scheme are first discarded. The remaining coefficients are then mapped to a binary data containing the mean of the positive and the mean of the negative data. The algorithm is simple (no need for quantizing and indexing), while the quality of the reconstructed image is mostly preserved. The resulting center dead zone reduces picture noise contained in high-frequency subimages.
The 1 to 2 subimages are quantized using the 8-D lattice and the 2 to 4 subimages are quantized using the 4-D lattice . To do so, each subimage is first mapped to the desirable -D vectors. To form these -D vectors, the nonzero coefficients of the 1 to 3 subimages as well as all of the coefficients of the 4 and 4 subimages are used. In this work, in forming these vectors, the nonneighboring coefficients are selected in a predetermined manner and the last vector is zero padded when necessary. Experiments showed that using the above strategy, we can achieve a better performance (see [24] for details).
To obtain a better trade-off between the rate and distortion, soft thresholding is also applied. First, the 1 to 4 subimages are standardized to have zero-mean and unit-variance; this leads to similar PDFs with narrow main lobe. Consequently, the resulting standardized subimages can be quantized using similar algorithms. Furthermore, to save on computational cost decimals of resulting coefficients are discarded. This actually reduces the number of different symbols to be encoded and results in a much simpler entropy encoding procedure, which speeds up the algorithm efficiently with only about 0.04 dB reduction on the peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR) [23] . Then, optimal bit allocations and the corresponding distortion measures (at level and direction ) are determined. For LVQ with any arbitrary PDF, the expected distortion in ( )th subimage is given by [11] , [15] (4) with, (5) where is the upper bound of the MSE for -D lattice, listed in [7] , and is the bit rate. To compute the optimal bit assignment for each subimage, we have to minimize (6) subject to (7) where is the bit requirement for the lowest resolution subimage , and is a parameter used to control the degree of noise shaping across subimages, given by [11] :
, where values of and are chosen experimentally to match human vision.
The minimization problem can be solved using Lagrangian multipliers as (8) where is a Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the partial derivative with respect to , we get
As mentioned above, the 1 and 4 subimages are not vector quantized and the wavelet coefficients in 1 subimage are hard thresholded and packed; which leads to a negligible bit requirement for 1 . Therefore, following the derivation, the expression of obtains as Finally, substituting (10) into (9), the optimal bit allocation, for each subimage to be quantized by the proposed PLVQ algorithms, is given by (12) Using (12) in (4), the optimal expected distortion of the quantizer for each subimage is obtained.
A. Design of Lattice Parameters for U-PLVQ
In the proposed uniform PLVQ (U-PLVQ) algorithm, for the 4 and 4 subimages (with no discarded data) two lattice densities and for the 1 to 3 subimages (with discarded data) three lattice densities are considered. For each case, the lattice truncation level, , and lattice scaling factor, , are designed in order to give the smallest possible ETD, using the allocated bit budget. The computation of the lattice parameters, for each case, is presented below.
For the 1 to 3 subimages, considering the PDF of the wavelet coefficients with discarded data, three concentric lattice vector quantizers are used where the second lattice is assumed to be as dense as possible and the first and third lattices are empty, as shown for 2-D case in Fig. 5 .
Considering the discarded data within these subimages, the allocated bit budget and the corresponding distortion measure are computed by using (12) and (4), respectively, while using the distribution model with discarded data discussed in Section III-B.
The proposed optimization algorithm starts with the best possible condition under which all input vectors are contained inside the second lattice which has the smallest possible scaling factor. The ETD of the scaled lattice is defined as (13) where is the probability of the input vectors lying within the second lattice and is the upper MSE bound, given in [7] .
Since the vectors within the first lattice are discarded and the vectors within the third lattice are projected to the outermost shell of the second lattice, we have . We aim at computing the scaling factor and the truncation level so that the obtained ETD becomes smaller than the predetermined distortion measurement , consequently (14) where is a variable with . Using (13) in (14), the scaling factor is obtained as (15) The truncation levels are obtained from (3) as (16) where is the minimum energy of input vectors, starts with the maximum energy ( norm) of input vectors, and denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to .
Using the function, the codebook size can be determined as (17) the required bit rate is then (18) where is lattice dimension in the ( )th subimage. The optimization algorithm firstly computes the CDF of the norm of the input vectors. Starting with a small value for (e.g., 0.3) and a maximum value for , the corresponding values for , , , and are obtained using (15) , (16) , and (18), respectively. If bpp, the condition is met. Otherwise, (and consequently ) is reduced leading to a higher and hence a smaller and . In fact, in this situation the algorithm allows a small number of vectors to be projected on the outermost shell of the second lattice. However, since is as small as possible (and consequently the lattice is as dense as possible), the ETD has the smallest possible value. If the current condition cannot be met, even with the smallest appropriate , the algorithm allows a slightly higher . Continuing with the procedure, the algorithm converges for most sources in few iterations to the best lattice structure; which gives the smallest quantization distortion for the allocated bit budget to the subimage. Additionally, at each iteration, if the value of tends to a bit rate which is not affordable, the algorithm does not continue the loop and checks for a higher ETD.
Notice that no assumptions about the different parameters are made and there is no need to go through training and multiquantizing procedures. Furthermore, since the range of desired values of is very small, the algorithm converges in few iterations. A flow chart of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6 .
The algorithm above presents several advantages: Fig. 6 . Flow chart for computation of truncation level, r , and scaling factor, s, for proposed U-PLVQ algorithm (with discarded data).
• bit budget distributed more accurately among the subimages; • no bit rate needs to be allocated to the zero-probable discarded data, which reduces the required bit rate (and hence the codebook size); • with less bit requirement, the optimization algorithm can converge while still checking for a small (and hence a small ETD); • the algorithm designs the lattice structures in a way that gives less quantization distortion for the allocated bit rate. Following the above procedure, the lattice codewords are then indexed, using the fast encoding method in [6] . A schematic block diagram of the proposed compression/decompression algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 .
Indices of source vectors projected to the outermost shell of the lattice should be transmitted as side information. Since the The average information of codebook, zeroth order entropy, is measured as bpp (19) where is the probability of selecting the -D index vector , belonging to the obtained indices at level and corresponding to the orientation , during coding of ( )th subimage, and is the number of different index vectors in that subimage. The total estimated entropy, , is obtained by bpp (20) where is the depth of the wavelet decomposition, is the codebook size at the subimage, and is the size of the original image.
B. Design of Lattice Parameters for PU-PLVQ
The lattice vector quantizer produces minimum distortion for inputs with uniform distributions. For an arbitrary joint PDF , the "optimal" lattice point density should be proportional to [8] . This equation shows that an optimal LVQ must have a denser clustering of lattice points for more probable vectors. To do this, the bit budget must be actually allocated proportionally to the probability of vectors. One way to expand on this idea, is to assume that the source distribution is piecewise uniform between a few surfaces of constant probability. This results in a quantizer that places lattices of constant density between concentric surfaces of constant probability. This may not result in the minimum entropy output, but it does result in a lower achievable bit rate after entropy coding a finite amount of quantizer outputs with a complexity constrained system [28] .
To do so, in our proposed piecewise-uniform PLVQ (PU-PLVQ) algorithm, for the 4 and 4 subimages (with no discarded data) three lattice densities and for the 1 to 3 subimages (with discarded data) four lattice densities are considered. Our proposed algorithm for computing the lattice parameters is presented below.
For the 1 to 3 subimages, considering the joint PDF of input sources with discarded data, four concentric lattice vector quantizers are applied which are separated by three surfaces of constant probabilities. Having a highly nonuniform and sharp PDF, the second lattice is assumed to be as dense as possible, the third lattice is sparse, and the first and fourth lattices are empty, as shown for 2-D case in Fig. 8 . The third lattice with a sparse density, is designed to include less probable high-energy vectors which mostly fall into wedge regions. In fact, the third lattice is actually used to quantize the edge information more accurately. By allowing the density of lattice points in the third volume to be much lower than the second, the truncation of the third lattice does not need to be restricted. Consequently, the third lattice can actually contain a large portion or all of the volume that a high-energy source vector might fall into. Note that since the third lattice is a truncated sparse lattice it does not lead to a significant increase in the codebook size.
For a PU-PLVQ, the ETD is defined as (21) where is the probability of input vectors lying within the th lattice, is the scaling factor of the th lattice. Since the vectors within the first lattice are discarded and the vectors within the fourth lattice are projected to the outermost shell of the third lattice, we have (22) The ratio of scaling factors is (23) where . Using (14), (22), and (23) in (21), we get (24) The total codebook size is (25) where the truncation levels are given as (26) where is the minimum energy of input vectors and starts with maximum energy of input vectors. Thus, the required bit rate becomes bpp (27) with, Considering the discarded data within the subimages, the allocated bit budget and the corresponding distortion measure are computed using the distribution model discussed in Section III-B. Computing the CDF of the norm of the input vectors, the optimization algorithm initially starts with the best possible condition under which all input vectors are contained inside the second and third lattices where they have the smallest possible scaling factors. Starting with a small value for and the maximum energy for , the corresponding values of the , , and are computed. The condition is examined using Eq. (27) . If the condition is met. Otherwise, first increases leading to a smaller difference between two scales. If this is not enough, decreases leading to a smaller . If the bit budget is still less than the required , decreases and allows a small number of vectors to be projected on the outermost shell of the third lattice . If this condition can not be met, the algorithm checks a slightly higher , and iterations continue. The experimental results showed that with which leads to a small codebook size (requiring less bits), the proposed algorithm always computes the truncation levels and scaling factors which lead to a small ETD measure in few iterations. Furthermore, in each iteration if the value of the or , or tends to a very high bit rate, the algorithm does not continue the loop and checks the next condition. A flow chart of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 . Flow chart for computation of truncation levels, r , and scaling factors, s , for proposed PU-PLVQ algorithm (with discarded data).
Despite a small increase in the computation of the lattice parameters, the PU-PLVQ algorithm is preferred over the U-PLVQ algorithm given the following advantages: It considers the (nonuniform) joint PDF of input sources, resolves the wedge region problem encountered with pyramidal lattices, and therefore results in a better performance (see performance comparisons in Section VI).
For the PU-PLVQ case, the average information of codebook (zeroth order entropy) is bpp (28) where for each lattice is obtained using where is the probability of selecting the -D index vector , during the coding of the th concentric lattice in that subimage. The total estimated entropy, , is computed as bpp (30) where is the depth of the wavelet decomposition, is the codebook size for each subimage, and is the size of original image.
C. Lossless Compression Algorithms
Lossless compression is chosen for the part of the data which has high effect on the reconstructed image quality. For the 4 and 4 subimages, we examined several lossless coding schemes. To adapt to nonstationarity in the data, adaptive arithmetic, adaptive Huffman, and the CALIC (context-based adaptive lossless image codec) [34] schemes were examined. Table II displays some of the results obtained for a typical fingerprint image using Johnston-32D filter.
Given the coarse resolution data (lowpassed), the CALIC with its Huffman version was found to give the best performance.
As described in Section V, the nonzero coefficients of the 1 to 3 subimages are quantized. Consequently, the locations of nonzero coefficients must be transmitted as side information. To reduce the required bit rate, the following procedure is proposed. First, indices of nonzero elements are mapped to a binary image with ones in the nonzero locations. The obtained binary images have few nonzero elements which are weakly correlated. To encode these binary images, different lossless techniques were examined. These included: the JBIG (Joint Bilevel Image Experts Group) [25] , adaptive arithmetic coding [16] , adaptive Huffman coding [27] , squeezing 8 binary bits into 1 compressed grey-level byte, etc. Table III illustrates the performance of different methods (in bytes) for some of the subimages, for a fingerprint image with hard thresholding level of 0.067.
From the results, we note that • due to the low correlation in the data, a simple zero-memory encoder should be satisfactory; • the adaptive Arithmetic coding gave the best performance;
• using the proposed technique, the bit requirement for the side information to be transmitted has decreased significantly. In addition, the indices of lattice codewords as well as the PNM values are adaptive Arithmetic coded.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Both the U-PLVQ and the PU-PLVQ algorithms were implemented and tested on a database of 512 512 grey-level fingerprint images.
First, the performance of the proposed 73-Subband decomposition structure was investigated. Using a typical fingerprint image, the performance of different types of five-level decomposition structures, shown in Fig. 1 , were examined. To remove the effect of quantization on the performance of different structures, the quantization process was not applied. Table IV shows the resulting peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), in decibels, and the required central processing unit (CPU) time, in seconds, for each structure (the CPU times are recorded to give a relative measure of the computational cost of each structure). The actual filter coefficients are listed in Table V. For grey-level 8 bits per pixel (bpp) images, the PSNR, in decibels, is computed as dB (31) with root mean square error (RMSE) defined as (32) where and are the lengths of image, and and are the original and reconstructed intensities.
The RMSE performance of different structures is displayed in Fig. 10 . Also, the family was found to slightly outperform the Daubechies 12-tap orthonormal wavelet. Additionally, different types of biorthogonal filters were used with results showing the superior performance of the Johnston- filter. The structures shown in Fig. 1 were also evaluated when used in conjunction with the complete coding process. Implementing the different structures associated with the Johnston filter, the obtained wavelet representations were compressed using the proposed PU-PLVQ algorithm. In this case, as discussed in Section V, the 1 to 4 subimages were hard thresholded such that only 5% of the wavelet coefficients (in energy sense) were retained. Table VI shows the resulting PSNRs.
Tables IV and VI show that despite the very high computation complexity of the EBBBS method, compared to that of the proposed fixed 73-Subband decomposition, their performances are very similar.
Furthermore, by comparing the performance of the proposed 73-Subband and the FBI's 64-Subband in these tables, one can see that in all cases the 73-Subband outperforms the 64-Subband while it is computationally less expensive. These Tables also show the efficiency of the wavelet packets compared to the ordinary wavelet transform.
Subsequently, the performance of the proposed uniform and piecewise-uniform compression algorithms, at different bit rates, was compared to that of other prominent image compression algorithms.
First, the average performances of the proposed algorithms when using the root lattices and , and the integer lattices and were tested. The algorithms were run on a set of 24 fingerprint images of size 512 512. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 and Table VII shows the average performances of the proposed algorithms, the standard JPEG [32] , and the FBI's standard WSQ [2] . The same set of images were used for the proposed algorithms as well as the JPEG algorithm. For the WSQ algorithm, the rate-distortion performance reported in [32] for 512 512 fingerprint images was used. The results obtained from different experiments showed that at low bit rates the proposed algorithms with the root lattices and outperform the case with the integer lattices and by about 2 dB in most cases (see Fig. 11 ).
To give a relative measure of the computational cost of the proposed algorithms, Table VIII lists the required CPU costs, in minutes, for a sample fingerprint image (using MATLAB on an UNIX platform). The reported CPU costs comprise all stages of the compression/decompression algorithms, including the wavelet packets. Fig. 12 and Table VII show the superior performance of the proposed image compression algorithms compared to that of the standard JPEG and the standard WSQ. These results also show that the proposed PU-PLVQ algorithm outperforms the U-PLVQ algorithm, while the computational cost of the former technique is not significantly higher than the latter, as shown in Table VIII . Note that the original images are compressed only once, while they will be decompressed frequentlyin most applications. As can be seen from Table VIII , even with MATLAB codes, the CPU cost of the PU-PLVQ decompression algorithm is comparable with that of the U-PLVQ decompression algorithm.
To compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with that of other existing algorithms using other images, the ubiquitous "Lena" image 512 512 was also encoded. Using this image, the PSNRs obtained from the JPEG, Barlaud's [12] , and the proposed PU-PLVQ and U-PLVQ algorithms for 0.17 bpp, were 27.72 dB, 30.3 dB, 36.95 dB, and 36.26 dB, respectively. Fig. 13 shows the performance of the proposed algorithms as well as that of several prominent image compression algorithms [19] , [20] , [29] - [32] , [35] when encoding this image.
Figs. 14 and 15 demonstrate the quality of the reconstructed images obtained using different algorithms, at various bit rates.
Also, to show that the fidelity of the minutiae is preserved during the proposed compression/decompression algorithm, 
VII. CONCLUSION
A new compression algorithm (with two variations) adapted to fingerprint images is introduced. A modified wavelet packet scheme is developed to decorrelate image pixels, which uses the proposed fixed decomposition structure (matched to fingerprint images).
A statistical analysis of the subbands, led to an optimization of the design of different subband coders and the bit allocation among subbands. The algorithm uses both hard and soft thresholding schemes to make the process fast and robust.
We presented a new design method for optimizing the lattice parameters, for both uniform and piecewise-uniform PLVQs, with no need for preassumptions. The design is based on a precise distribution model of the wavelet coefficients in each subimage and aims at achieving the best rate-distortion function. In the proposed piecewise-uniform PLVQ, the wedge problem encountered with pyramidal lattice point shells is also resolved.
The proposed algorithm adapts to variability in input data and to overall allocated bit budgets. At very low bit rates, the developed PNM method improves the quality of the reconstructed image while keeping the algorithm simple and fast. A method for reducing bit requirement of necessary side information has also been introduced.
In addition to the proposed algorithm, the performance of other prominent algorithms is also discussed. Experimental results clearly show that the proposed compression technique results in higher quality reconstructed images compared to that of other prominent algorithms operating at similar bit rates. The work developed here will be of substantial benefit in forensic applications where high compression ratios while preserving ridge details would help in the storage and communication problems. Experiments carried in conjunction with the Queensland Police showed that our algorithms, even when operating at 50 : 1 compression, can be used in subsequent identification stages based on reconstructed images.
